Company Description

Scalable Capital is a leading digital investment platform in Europe. Since our foundation in 2014, we pursue the mission to empower everyone to become an investor. With the Scalable Broker, Scalable Wealth, Scalable Crypto and our solutions for B2B partners we offer easy and cost efficient investing for everyone. Today, Scalable Capital is a FinTech unicorn - we have more than 600,000 customers and more than 15 billion Euros on our platform.

Visit our finance blog or tune in to our podcast (both in German) to find out what our Expert Teams have to say.

Our Company Values guide us every day in how we work and collaborate. To learn more about them, you can find our values here (English).

Job Description

• You will be part of one of our core tribe teams and help with the development of cloud infrastructure, software development lifecycle and monitoring platforms that are used by our engineering teams.
• You will support the teams in programming, scripting and improving our infrastructure as code, CI/CD, Monitoring, internal tools and automations and cloud setups.
• You perform technical analyses and software quality, monitoring, alerting documentation.
• You will get to know agile software development and can actively contribute to it
• You will have the opportunity to work with software specialists and the latest cloud technologies.
• You will have a permanent mentor for induction and quick feedback.

Qualifications

• You are studying for a Bachelor's or Master's degree in computer science, information technology or a comparable course of study.
• You already have some experience with Infrastructure as Code technologies like e.g. Terraform, AWS Cloudformation, AWS CDK, ..
• You have initial knowledge of and a keen interest in technologies from our tech stack: AWS, Docker, NodeJs, Python, JAVA/Kotlin, Spring Boot, Datadog, GitHub Actions
• You have a structured, independent and responsible working style
• You love to dig into problems and find elegant solutions
• You enjoy working in a team and learning new things
• You have an excellent command of written and spoken English
• Availability from 16-20h / week, training in the office in Munich or Berlin, then also home office possible

Additional information

• Be part of one of the fastest-growing and most visible FinTech startups in Europe, creating innovative services that have a substantial impact on the lives of our customers
• The ability to work with an international, diverse, inclusive, and ever-growing team that loves creating the best products for our clients
• Enjoy an office in a great location in the middle of Munich or Berlin
• Learn and grow by joining our in-house knowledge sharing sessions
• Work productively with the latest hardware and tools